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GENERAL MEETING. 

N Tuesday, the 3oth of August, the fourth ordinary 
meeting of the session 1910-11 was largely at-
tended in the Institute rooms, 57 Swanston-street, 
Melbourne. Owing to the absence of the Presi-
dent (Mr. A. Henderson), who had taken a trip to 
New Zealand for the benefit of his health, the chair 

was occupied by the senior Vice-President (Mr. Percy Oakden). 
The minutes of the previous meeting were confirmed. 

Correspondence. 
The Australasian Association for the Advancement of 

Science, notifying that the next meetings would be held in Syd-
ney from January 9th to 14th, 1911, and requesting that the 
R.V.I.A., as one of the scientific bodies interested, nominate a 
member of council, one of the conditions being that the member 
elected attend the Sydney meetings. The matter was deferred, 
to ascertain whether any member could visit Sydney during that 
month. 

R.I.B.A., stating that the alliance of the R.V.I.A. with 
the British Institute had been completed. The letter (published 
on page 93 ante) had been received with the greatest satis- 
faction. 

Institute of Architects of New South Wales, stating that 
the Institutes of the Architects, Engineers, and Surveyors had 
agreed to co-operate in the revision of conditions for designs for 

[the 



the Federal Capital, and enclosing copies of letters received 
from the Engineers' and Surveyors' Institutes. (As Victoria was 
effecting a similar combination, the two largest States in the 
Commonwealth would speak with one voice, when consulted by 
the Minister for Home Affairs, and endeavour to secure the 
fairness of the conditions.) 

Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works, forwarding 
draft copy of Sewerage Bye-law No. z 1 (to supersede No. 9), and 
asking to be favoured with the views of the Institute. 	(The 
matter was then being considered by the Emergency Com-
mittee.) 

1Reports ant' 3ournats 1Receiveb from lkint'ree 
Institutes, witb abanks. 

Architectural Association Journal, June and July, 19zo. 
Department of Civic Design, Liverpool University, Pros-

pectus for r9o9-1910. 
American Institute of Architects, Quarterly Bulletin, January, 

191 o, Vol. X., No. 4. 
Ontario Association of Architects, Annual Proceedings, 

June, 191o. 
N.S.W. Institute of Architects, Art and Architecture, May-

June, 191o. 
L'Architettura Italiana, July, 1910. 
Arquitectura, Organo de la Sociedad Central de Arquitectos 

Buenos Aires, February, zgzo. 
Societe Centrale D'Architecture de Belgique, Bulletin Men-

suel, June, 1910. 
Annalo della Societa degli Ingegneri e degli Architetti 

Italiana, June zst, 15th, July 1st, 19zo. 

'nomination anb Ba1tot. 
Mr. H. J. Kerr (Public Works Department) was nominated 

for membership. Messrs. E. A. Bates (F.) and J. S. Watts (F.) 
having been appointed scrutineers, a ballot was taken in the 
case of Herbert William Sedgfield, a candidate for Associate-
ship, who was declared to be unanimously elected. 
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SKETCHING ON THE CONTINENT. 

(Paper read by P. W. Kernot (A.) at the R.V.I.A. on 
August 3oth, 1910). 

simple, and the result 
most architects will carry a 
is that one is apt to rely 
sketching. 

My own personal preference is with pencil and brush. Hand 
and eye are trained, proportion and detail are impressed upon 
the memory at the same time, observation is quickened in a 
manner unknown to the photographer, and there is always an 
imaginative quality about even a poor sketch, quite lacking in 
the photograph. My own sketches are humble productions, many 
shown to-night being worked out direct, standing at the road-
side, or seated on some step or plinth. Others have been worked 
out after my return, but all from sketches made on the spot. 
If they stimulate the determination of some of our students to 
do better themselves, I shall be rewarded by showing them. 

After years of work with square and ruling pen, it is dif-
ficult to throw off the consideration of line and detail and to 

[study 

KETCHING on the Continent is a delightful recreation 
for the architect. So many subjects appeal to one 
that the difficulty is which to select for further study, 
time being an important consideration when travel-
ling. Of course, the camera gets over some of this 
difficulty, for modern photography is rendered so 

so good, particularly as to detail, that 
The danger of this course 

on the instrument, and to neglect 
camera. 
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study in masses. To aid this it is best, perhaps, to work with 
the brush, using monotone or water colour, leaving the pencil for 
subjects requiring special definition in treatment. Very broad 
work may be done with pastels, and in black and white chalks 
upon a neutral ground. I have seen fine sketches made on 
coarse brown paper, with a broad carpenter's pencil, and a 
little white chalk for the high lights. 	Whatever method is 
adopted for large or serious work, a rough notebook should be 
always in the student's hand or pocket, because at the most 
unexpected moment (sitting, perhaps, on coach top or in train) 
some simple and suggestive form will flash upon our view, which 
a few strokes of the pencil will always recall for future use. Such 
things as costume, head-dress, boats, carts, etc., are always 
useful when working out some sketch upon your return, and at 
the same time they afford some useful practice and amusement. 
This does not sound very attractive to a student who has not 
turned his attention to sketching, but you have to remember 
that the interest and novelty of foreign sights is so different 
from the feeling in regard to everyday objects, which latter one 
can sketch at any time—and never does. Abroad you will feel: 
"Oh, I must sketch that," and straightway you do so. It is 
as well for the Australian student to take up the practice of 
street sketching before the fortunate moment when he finds 
himself at San Marco or the Ponte Vecchio, if only to get used 
to the publicity. An artist I know said that on one occasion he 
set up his easel in front of the Cathedral of Florence, and it 
was quite half-an-hour before he could overcome his nervousness 
and begin to sketch. Artistic desires and nerves, unfortunately, 
or perhaps fortunately, often run together. Ruskin, in the 
"Mornings of Florence," writes of San Maria Novella : "The 
small detached line of tombs on the left untouched in its sweet 
colour and living weed ornament, I would fain have painted, 
stone by stone; but one can never draw in front of a church in 
these republican days, for all the blackguard children of the 
neighbourhood come to howl and throw stones on the steps, and 
the ball or stone play against these sculptured tombs, as a dead 
wall adapted for that purpose only, is incessant on the fine days 
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when I could have worked." The same children, or their de-
scendants, still play ball there, as I can vouch, but not having 
the artistic development of a Ruskin, and despite the black-
guardly children, I made some sort of a sketch of these tombs, 
which is shown here this evening. 

But any student who can sketch in our own Richmond need 
have no fear of Continental urchins, who are as Lucca del 
Robbia's cherubs in comparison with the immature citizens of 
democratic Richmond. If you want to test, go to the old part 
of Richmond, and sketch all that remains of the late Hon. 
Geo. Coppin's house in the historic Cremorne Gardens. 

I have ofttimes noticed that the street boys' and girls' inte-
rest is in colour work. In pencil you are almost left alone, but 
water colour they cannot resist. I have had both Italian and 
Victorian boys partly on my back in their intense eagerness to 
see the result of my work. This public interest is often most 
amusing, and many an interesting story and piece of history is 
told. The narrators, being sure of their audience, make the 
most of an unusual opportunity, and many naive remarks and 
criticisms are passed upon one's work. One small boy, about 
ten, on one occasion, informed the little crowd that "He could 
na' do better himself." Another, a North of Englander, ex-
claimed: "Eh, mon; doesna' he draw the lines straight!" While 
a Scotch youngster came to him with a bitter complaint that 
"Yon woman"—a companion that I was sketching with-
"hasna' put in the blue dorey," evidently regarding her as a 
sort of pictorial liar, for omitting one dorey among many in her 

sketch. 
Public interest, though amusing, is not conducive to ab-

sorption in one's work, and is often irritating, but in my case 
it has always been well meant. On the Continent, where not 
only sketching, but serious work on large canvases, is continu-
ally going on in public, the passer-by pays little attention to 
the draughtsman, who gets his back against a wall, and quietly 
does his work. It is always well to ask permission before at-
tempting any interior work, as in some cases the right to sell 
photos of a building seems to have been sold, and sketching is 

[prohibited 
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prohibited. One feels very small when turned out by an officious 
custodian. In the case of cathedrals in Britain, an order from 
the Dean is usually obtainable on application. 

Furnished with a moist water-colour box, to take full as 
well as half pans of colour, as full pans are necessary of some 
colours, and half pans sufficient for others ; some stretched 
Whatman paper in preference to the usual sketch block, which 
is heavy, and comes unglued when moistened; a good can for 
water (I introduced a small Australian-made "billy" into some 
regions where such .a thing had not been seen before, and it 
proved very useful), brushes, and reserves of colours and paper 
cut to sizes, the student will have material to occupy all the 
time that can be spared for visiting historic sights and buildings 
during his travels. A sketching stool is useful, but one soon 
gets into the way of working standing, and as a rule the point 
of sight is better when in that position. 	M.any interesting 
sketches can also be obtained from hotel and lodging-house win-
dows and balconies, under what may be termed luxurious con-
ditions. These luxurious conditions are not always necessary, 
however, for the best work. The results vary in a remarkable 
way, sometimes a good sketch being obtained under great dis-
advantages. I have a pencil sketch I made standing in deep 
snow many years ago, which still recalls a tower that was an 
inspiration; while others, made under more comfortable cir-
cumstances, were failures; hut, whether good or bad, never 
destroy an outdoor sketch, particularly of a building, as it will 
always recall something to the maker, and the poorest outdoor 
sketch has a quality that makes it valuable. 

An artist will tell you that it takes some little time to get 
into the "tone" of .a district, which is very true. The delightful 
thing is that as a rule a town or district has a tone—not a variety 
of all tones, as we have locally--a town or village is built of 
one predominant material. One tint of stone, one variety of 
roofing material, one tower so like another that you compare 
to find differences, not likenesses; the same methods of obtain-
ing results repeated again and again, the same use of materials, 
and the same limitations accepted and utilised to the best advan- 
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tage. These are seized upon and recorded in one's sketches as 
valuable treasures. The stained and dirtied yellow walls and 
green shutters of Florence, so unattractive at first sight, be-
come part of the place to be admired and loved, and any inno-
vation in tint is resented. In the same way, the introduction of 
rolled steel joists into Rome, no doubt a great convenience to 
local architects and builders, is destroying the old unity and 
traditional proportion of column and lintel, pier and arch, in 

the recently erected streets. 
We approached Italy by way of the St. Gothard, and were 

delighted to break our journey at Lugano, enjoying the sun-
shine and delightful autumnal tints after the frosts and cold 
winds of Central Europe, where sketching was not to be thought 

of. 	Lugano, Swiss politically, is Italian geographically and 
actually, and is said to be inhabited largely by the political 
undesirables of that country. Lake Como, situated a few miles 
further east, was strongly recommended in preference, but we 
stayed over at Lugano, and did not repent it. The charming 
views of forest-covered hills, dotted with charcoal-burners' fires 
at night, the quiet lake wreathed in mist in the early morning 
light, with stone-built villages hanging to the cliffs, only ap-
proachable by mule tracks or by boat, all backed by the snow-
covered Alps, were beautiful beyond •descr;ption. The autumnal 
colours of the chestnuts in the city squares were charming. I 

have here a few sketches taken in Lugano, (see Plate I.) 
From Lugano the descent to the fertile plains of Lombardy 

and Milan is a short journey. Milan, modern, busy, up-to-date, 
with its high, over-decorated Cathedral, its confusion of electric 
trams in the square of the Duomo, did not long detain us. Some 
of the brick and terra-cotta work in the old Hospital buildings 

is most interesting and beautiful, but we hurried on to Venice, 
arriving there by midnight, as all visitors should do. After the 
clamour of the hotel-runners at the railway station and the 
excitement of getting into our gondola, it was charming to glide 
out into the silvery calmness of the Grand Canal, the quiet only 
broken by the monotonous dip of the oar, and to renew memories 
of a. visit long ago, as palace and vista floated into view, and 

[then 
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then turning suddenly into the blackness and mystery of the 
narrow canals, to glide out again a few moments later into a 
silvery expanse, with the Rialto like a fairy bridge, almost over-
hanging us, every line of arch and cornice glittering with the 
play of moonbeams, to be again swallowed up in darkness and 
mystery, and suddenly recalled from memorising by an in-
sinuating hand and a demand for "Trinky," "Trinky," from 
the gondolier before he delivered us over to the obliging padrone 
of the Pension International. 

All the buildings of Venice are old, every hotel and pen-
sion is housed in an ancient building, rooms open off rooms, 
secret door and staircase descend to mysterious regions, weird 
cries echo between the walls, the wail of a gondolier as he 
shoots his frail craft round a sharp corner in the darkness down 
below your window balcony, all heighten the illusion that you 
are back in the Middle Ages. 

Venice is a fine field for the architect and artist—the stained 
patched walls, marble, tile, and stucco blackened or bleached 
bone white, the light and shade of the narrow streets and 
canals, the buildings leaning against one another in affectionate 
embrace or standing in uncertain and shaky aloofness on their 
own; the happy intermixture of building, garden, and sea, with 
a peep every now and then over the fair lagoon; the surprise 
caused by finding ocean-going ships tied up in someone's back 
yard, with trails of wisteria stretching out loving hands towards 
mast and yard. (Plate II.). 

The sinuous, dolphin-like curves of the gondolas, so grace- 
ful on the water, are weird and life-like when drawn up on 
landing stage a:• sea wall. The angular, athletic forms of the 
boatmen and sailors are kept graceful by exercise and meagre 
diet, for all Italy goes hungry. The old metal and curio shops, 
with glittering armour, brass and copper; the crowning glory 
of the Piazza, with San Mare-6, like a jewel set upon a chain 
of colonnades, turning itself away in retired shelter from the 
lagoon, where one can walk as in a room, sheltered from every 
wind, yet with the freshness and salt of the sea in its air, wafted 
through the Little Piazza, with its peep of blue, dancing waters, 

148 
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and islets crowned with dome and minaret, with perhaps a group 
of butterfly-like boats, with sails dyed saffron and madder, 
showing rising suns and Madonnas against the wonderful opal-
like horizon—all combine to form a most charming whole. 

Here there is no electric tram, hooting car, or shouting 
Jehu to disturb the contemplative visitor who stops to drink in 
the beauty, but an ever-changing, cosmopolitan crowd, lazy, 
over-fed pigeons, pensioners of San Marco, feeding from the 
outstretched hand, and the noiseless, gliding gondola, "un lira 
per ora," ready to speed you to any destination you wish, and 
capable of all the refinements of speed of a Melbourne cab-
horse hired by the hour. No dust, no noise of traffic, and in 
my experience, an automatic sea-flush to keep all the water-
ways clean and sweet, although under certain conditions of 
tide and weather, I understand this is not always satisfactory. 

What a gap the fallen tower makes in the group, but, 
Phoenix-like, it rises in the old position. Already the shaft fills 
some of the want; the broken fragments of cornice and statuary 
are carefully set out in the court of the Palace, serving as 
models to the restorers. The narthex of the Cathedral is filled 
with heavy timbers, fear being evidently felt as to its stability. 
The only way to describe San Marco is as a jewel—it is so small, 
so choice, the parts collected with so much care, every Venetian 
captain having to bring some gift upon his return voyage to 
this chapel of the Doge, and great has been the loot. Columns 
of precious stones seem to have been in special favour, and one 
wonders as to the history of the hundreds of multi-coloured 
marble shafts that have been gathered and built in. Of course, 
length and diameter were not always suitable, hut the builders, 
with masterly skill, found room for them somewhere, although in 
some cases they seem to have been troubled with a superabun-
dance of riches. The finest point to view the interior is from 
the triforium gallery, where, carefully threading your way 
among the network of iron bars and shackles that bond the 
walls together, points can be reached which open up the best 
views of floor, wall, and ceiling mosaics. 

[I 
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I did not do much sketching in Venice, but here are two 
views—one a canal, and the other the cloisters of an old mon-
astery, now apparently deserted, but most beautiful in its 
decay, the vine still growing over the tiles, lovely in its autumnal 
tints. The old well-head remains in the centre of the court, but 
for the hour or two I was there, no one seemed to be about. 
Three men looked in, left, and the ancient peace settled down 
again undisturbed. 

I have here a sketch at Chioggia, which was once a rival 
of Venice (Plate. III.). They. took in hand to build a bridge 
that was to eclipse anything to be seen at the other end of the 
lagoon. Chioggia, home of Goldini, has fallen on evil days; 
poverty possesses her palaces, but a contented air pervades the. 

town. ;Fishing boats come and go over the azure lagoon, ship-
building goes on, as it went on long ago in Elizabethan days 
on the creeks and sounds of the English coast. With adze and 
saw, the naturally crooked timbers are shaped by manual labour 
alone into stout fishing and trading vessels of loo tons or so, 
with bows resembling those of Roman galleys, with great 
vechio or eyes, through )which the anchor chains run, gaily 
decorated. 

Work in Chioggia goes on to a continual accompaniment of 
song. Whilst I sketched, a carpenter at work in the street 
poured out his very heart in a love song, which was answered 
from an upper story in impassioned tones, stanza answering 
stanza with all the abandon of the Southern nature, and so it 
was all over the town. An English lady resident in Italy told 
us that it was always so in fine weather, for after three dull 
days all singing stopped, and if the dulness continued for four 
days the number of suicides materially increased, so impres-
sional is the Italian nature. 

But I must hurry on to Florence and its pictures, the Bell 
Arti, the Pitti, the Uffizzi, its palaces and churches. How the 
people enjoy them. You see the rough contradini and con-
scripts in admiring groups studying and discussing the public 
monuments in the streets. These people are artistic by nature, 
and they take quite a childish delight in their productions, which 
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On the Arno, Florence. 

SKETCHING ON THE CONTINENT. 

Illustrating Paper by P. W. Kernot (A).' 
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are carefully screened and covered up until the right opening 
day arrives. Then, "Eccho!" behold the works of our hands! 

I have one or two sketches of Florence to show you. There 
are some old houses on. the Arno (Plate IV.) stained and soiled, 
for buckets were emptied from upper windows splash into the 
river while I sketched, regardless as to who was fishing below. In-
deed the sanitation of Florence is truly wonderful. My first ac-
quaintance with the comparatively up-to-date sanitary fittings 
was reassuring, but an insidious and heavy gaseous smell that 
occurred under some conditions of wind and temperature in the 
old marble palace which was our home for several weeks was 
disquieting; a chronic and irritating sore throat which attacks 
many visitors was more so. Upon enquiry for a resident of 
some years I learned the meaning of the long lines of tank carts 
and oil engines with pipe connections that were frequent objects 
in the streets, by one day meeting a plant at work with a leak-
ing hose pipe. But the whole thing was so cleverly worked out 
that it was only after considerable observation that the proof was 
found. Florentine sanitation is mediæval in character; it is not 
a water carried system, as at first sight it appears to be, but a 
cistern system pumped out of the basements periodically. My 
advice to visitors is to live in the modern outskirts of the town, 
and not to eat salad. Sanitation is weak all over Italy. In one 
pretentious building, finished in polished marble, in which we 
resided, the untapped sink waste was connected direct to the 
ventilating shaft of the closet basin, a very easy and cheap 
method of ventilation that open windows and cicsed doors were 
unable to counteract. I felt uneasy and mentioned the fact to a 
Victorian doctor, who, after examination, reported that his 
marble palace was plumbed in exactly the same way. When I 
hear of tourists dying in Italy I think of these things. 

The surroundings of Florence are very beautiful. A culti-
vated, orderly, civilised district, dotted with villas and villages, 
traversed by roads and lanes, enclosed with high stuccoed walls 
scratched over with Etruscan designs, varied with modern in-
ventions, humour and lucky numbers from the Lotto. A poor 

[compensation 
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compensation for the glorious view so frequently shut out, but 
rendering the view more precious when obtained. 

Perhaps it would not be inappropriate to say a few words 
on Italian gardens, for with a climate similar in many respects 
to our own, something might be learnt. The Italian garden is 
formal, permanent, and closely allied with the architecture it is 
associated with. Founded in so many cases upon the site of an- 
cient buildings, the •designers have followed the mouldering lines, 
levelling the mounds, utilising portions of ofd walls as terraces, 
clearing steps, re-erecting balustrades and statues discovered 
during the trenching, or acquired elsewhere. Even to the present 
day important finds of buried statuary are being continually made, 
and the number of unimportant statues and fragments suitable 
for this work is surprising. The garden has naturally taken this 
formal manner. The hot dry summer suggests shade of setting 
out, which is provided for in large masses, both clipped and natu- 
ral shaped shrubs, forming delightful back grounds to the white 
masonry. Ilex, cypress, and box, all evergreens, are usually 
employed for this purpose. Deciduous trees are reserved for 
parks and gardens not associated with architecture. Coolness is 
provided in splashing fountains, and aqua scala colour is a minor 
consideration, most effectively used upon terrace and balustrades, 
growing in urn, pot and tub. Flower growing is not combined 
with gardening, and this is left to the market gardener. Under 
these conditions a formal shady pleasaunce is formed around a 
villa, easily kept up and maintained, an admirable extension of 
accommodation, where the inhabitants can recreate after the heat 
of the day, and enjoy all the beauty of an open air life. The 
repeated use of the ilex (evergreen oak) and cypress leads to a 
certain monotony, but there is no denying that these trees, so 
different in character, agree admirably with the requirements of 
architecture. They are a century old in life-span, and are 
capable of great effect in treatment. It is rather a remarkable 
thing that all the gardens I can recall visiting have beautiful views 
which are worked in with the garden design with great skill. 

The use of ilex for street planting is almost universal, and 
most satisfactory. The tree is of great beauty in its natural 
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shape, can be trained and clipped into any form desired, forms 
a splendid pleached avenue, or can be grown as a wild wood or 
wilderness, and yields an abundant supply of acorns, valuable 
in Italy, where nothing is wasted, but which would require sweep-
ing up in Australia. As it grows freely between Florence and 
Naples it surely should do well in some parts of Victoria, with 
its similar climate. We are pleased to find Australian wattle 
and gum blossom for sale at Christmas time on the Scala 
d'Spagna Rouse, and to find she-oak, another Australian friend, 
in blossom overlooking the Piazza d' Popolo. I have few sketches 
in Rome to show, and there is not time to give any impression 
of that city to-night. The five weeks we spent there passed on 
winged feet, and I hardly feel capable of touching such a sub-
ject. A story is told of an American who had two hours to 
spend in Rome and asked a guide what he could be shown in 
that time. The guide undertook to conduct him over the 
Colosseum and St. Peter's. "All right, fire away!" Obtaining 
a cab, they were driven to the Flavian Amphitheatre. The guide 
led the way in, and before he could start his description was 
surprised by the demand, "Yes; and which is this?" Perhaps 
if I had been wise, and had seen Rome in a week, I would have 
had more to say about it. But the five weeks expired, I visited 
the Fountain of Trevi by moonlight, and threw my soldi in, thus 
ensuring a later return to the Eternal City, and sorrowfully left 
her on her seven hills. 

Architecturally, perhaps one of the greatest treats to be had 
in Italy is to visit Paestiúm, situated 4o or 5o miles south of 
Naples. The trip can be accomplished in a long day from that 
city. We approached it from the delightful mountain town of 
La Cava, where we were stopping. In any case, the architect 
who cannot manage to visit Athens on his home trip should 
certainly take the opportunity, if possible, of visiting these splen-
did Greek remains. Standing solitary on the maritime plain, as 
they have for centuries, far from any centre of population, they 
have escaped the fate of becoming quarries for more recent 
buildings, although they have not been without their vicissitudes. 
Deep mortices and grooves for wooden beams can be seen in 

[the 
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the fluted shafts, where temporary structures have been erected 
between the columns, perhaps for agricultural purposes. 	The 
approach to the ruins from the railway station is through the 
old arched gateway of the later Roman town, then threading 
a dirty and broken lane between wintry-looking fields, we 
turn through a farmyard littered with blocks of traventine and 
fragments of carved statuary piled against pig pens and cow 
byres, and half-buried in farmyard muck, between more fields 
and through a gate guarded by the blue-coated soldier univer-
sally found upon Government property in Italy. The ruins are 
now in front of us, majestic in their Doric simplicity and sur-
prising in their completeness. The Temple of Neptune, with 
complete colonnade entablature and pediment, a few stones 
missing here and there, but not enough to spoil the impression 
of a complete building. There is not so much of the inner 
double Order, but quite enough to be of great interest, as the 
pavement and steps are complete. The beauty and simplicity of 
the Doric shaft and cap are most striking. 

The temple known as the Basilica—the name a survival of 
the later Roman occupation—is close at hand with its parallel 
rows of columns, certainly not so complete, but forming a worthy 
and most interesting companion to that of Neptune. 	A few 
fallen caps impress one with their enormous size. We eat our 
lunch, washed down with La Cava wine, on the inner steps of 
the Temple of Neptune, only disturbed by a wandering dog, 
hungry, as everyone is in Italy, and watch the green lizards 
crawl lazily out into the winter sunshine, and think of the busy 
Greek life of 2500 years ago, and the later teeming Roman 
population that thronged these buildings and the surrounding 
town that has completely disappeared beneath the cultivated plain. 
Verily, these Greeks were builders. Excavations are proceeding 
in a leisurely way; portions of the Appian Way, furrowed by 
chariot wheels, are •exposed a few yards to the rear, paved with 
hexagonal blocks. It is a theory of my own that these hexa-
gonal blocks so commonly used by the Romans, are taken direct 
from quarries of columna basalt, and then fitted together. 	I 
have not seen this stated by any authority, and give it for what 
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it is worth, not having had the opportunity of verifying- it. The 
accumulated rubbish being removed from these excavations was 
extremely interesting, containing great quantities of potsherds, 
and other relics of civilisations that have flourished and decayed 
around these old stones without materially affecting them. 

Some quarter or half mile away, along a dusty road, we 
come to the Temple of Ceres, smaller than those we have left, 
situated amidst like surroundings, and carefully guarded by the 
Italian Government, which seems to fully realise its valuable in-
heritance in these ancient monuments throughout the land. in-
deed, in some places they appear to be almost over-zealous in. 
preserving or restoring. 	At Tivoli we saw an ancient round 
tower on the city wall, of much interest, being underpinned with 
great trouble and expense. 	Excavations, like mining shafts 
heavily timbered, had been sunk under the foundations, down to 
virgin rock, and were being filled in with concrete, the excava-
tions proving that the ancient masons had built upon the original 
surface of loam, as our Melbourne practical builders do in some 
cases to-day. Certainly the tower was cracked, but looked as if 
it had been so for ages. I could not but speculate if the under-
pinning was hastening the work of the final destruction. 

We hastened away from Psestium before the evening with its 
malarial terrors descended upon the fever-stricken plain and its 
poor, ague-infested inhabitants. The guide-books warn travel-
lers not to sleep even in the trains when passing through this 
region. The military guard house and railway station are care-
fully protected with mosquito wire. Let us hope that modern 
science will devise some relief for the miserable-looking wretches 
who are forced to remain there. 

I have brought a small fragment of traventine from Pæs-
tium, thinking you might like to see a stone that has survived 
so many years. 	The original surface was covered with fine 
cement, which has long since disappeared. To our idea the 
stone is rough, but its broken surface appears to great advan-
tage in buildings on the grand Greek and Roman scale. This 
is practically the same building stone used in ancient and 
modern Rome. 

[In 
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In the subsequent discussion the Chairman (Mr. P. Oakden, 
V.P.) said Mr. Kernot had struck the right note in maintaining 
the superiority of sketching over photography. To bring home 
from a trip a portfolio of sketches was worth more to the tra-
veller from an educational standpoint than the bringing or even 
the taking of a number of photographs. 

Mr. R. H. Alsop (A.) also held a similar view, and urged 
students to sketch, both with lead pencil and brush, whenever 
the opportunity presented itself. 

Mr. I. G. Beaver (F'.), in moving a vote of thanks to Mr. 
Kernot, suggested that the portfolio of sketches handed round 
during the evening be exhibited for a week or two in the rooms, 
that they might be carefully inspected, especially by the 
younger members and students. 

Mr. R. J. Haddon (F.), in seconding the vote of thanks, 
urged that as objects were viewed in the mass, and not by lines 
merely, the mass of colour in sketching should really show the 
objects, and that the colour itself should always be clear and 
pure. The moment colour became cloudy and smudgy, the tone 
value of the picture was reduced, or even extinguished alto-
gether. He could not tell how Mr. Kernot managed to sketch in 
a standing position. It was, he found, a most difficult attitude. 

The vote, having been carried with acclamation, Mr. Kernot 
duly acknowledged it, and dealt at some length with the neces-
sary equipment. The "standing" posture referred to really 
meant sitting on a sill, or leaning against something elevated. 
He had always found that by sitting down the best view was 
lost. He had written the paper mainly to give encouragement 
to students, and thought that a sketching tour was really the 
most enjoyable way of spending a holiday. He would gladly 
allow his sketches to be exhibited in the rooms. 

Mr. B. C. Woods, on behalf of the students, thanked Mr. 
Kernot for his paper, and his kindness in permitting the sketches 
to be on view. (A special stand being subsequently prepared, 
the exhibition was duly held, and a large number of people in-
terested studied the works at their leisure.) 

At the close of the business a social hour was spent, during 
which refreshments were served. 
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ALONG THE BYE-PATHS. 

HE Church-going Bell" has been giving, and has 
received, a bad time recently in Victoria. Mr. R. 
J. Haddon, well known in architectural circles in 
Melbourne, being annoyed by the almost incessant 
ringing of a church bell with a discordant tone, 
distant only some 90 feet from his house, vainly 

pleaded with the incumbent for the abatement of the trouble. 
He then commenced an action at law seeking an injunction, and 

 damages. It transpired in evidence that the bell was first 
rung 7o "dongs" to the minute, every Sunday morning before 
half-past seven, again at eight, and frequently through the day; 
whilst on some Saints' days, and especially during Lent, nine 
times a day it sent forth its noise. Mr. Justice a'Beckett, in 
giving his decision, awarded the £5 damages, and said: "I hold 
the early morning ringing to be an unreasonable disturbance of 
the plaintiff's comfort—a nuisance which the court should re-
strain." In granting the injunction he ordered defendant "to 
restrain ringing the bell of St. Paul's on any Sunday or public 
holiday at an earlier hour than 9 o'clock in the morning." 

The law in Victoria dealing with nuisances by sound has 
been thought to be decidedly weak, but by this decision it is 
evidently strong enough to cope with the trouble. We say 
nothing about the bad taste of the incumbent in ringing the bell 
when he was aware that his action caused annoyance. His is 
now the humiliation of having to obey the injunction or to suffer 
if he defy it. 	In these days of clocks and watches the bell is 

not 
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not necessary, but along with the great majority of people, we 
love to hear the ringing or pealing of bells when the tones are 
correct—which is not always the case. Anything, for instance, 
worse in tone than the peal at the Melbourne General Post Office 
would be difficult to find. By rendering popular tunes on these 
bells the Government is responsible for lowering the tone of true 
musical taste in the community. It is only upon return after 
lengthy absence from Melbourne that the atrocious "music" is 
noticeable in all its discordance. 	The recent judicial decision, 
however, opens up a wide range of possibilities. Street noises, 
which in the main are not necessary, including hawkers' yelling 
of wares, excessive motor car sounding of the horn, the use of 
the hub break on vehicles, newsvendors' cries, the noise of it-
inerant musicians, and even the young lady next door, who 
"plays the piano," may all now be dealt with as nuisances by 
sound. The Church of England authorities, we notice, are about 
to consider the wide-reaching effect of the verdict of Mr. Justice 
a'Beckett, realising that as it applies to one bell, it may be made 
to apply to almost every church bell in the State. 

The Exhibition of Pictures by Blamire Young at the Mel-
bourne Guild Hall, early in October, contained over zoo works, 
many of which were studies of Victorian scenery, some being of 
exceptional merit. Others were simply cloud-and-mist scapes, 
which, although exhibiting the rare property of sustaining colour 
—they were all in water-colours—did not appeal to our taste. 
These were mainly small works, which, if hung in a home, 
would fail to show anything positive, save aerial effect, if that 
may be a description. In his figure work, Mr. Young is at his 
best in "The Christening," and "Tennyson and His Friends," 
the latter containing portraits of literary and scientific men of 
the day. In genre subjects, "Washing Day" and "The In-
valid" are excellent, representing the events of everyday life as 
interpreted by the artist. One-man shows are invariably diffi-
cult to sustain, but the remark does not apply to Mr. Young's 
exhibition. The versatility of the artist is so great, his palette 
so fearless, and his choice of subject so wide that from time to 
time his works may be seen either separately or collectively, and 
we can always discern in them something new. 
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The Destruction by Fire of the British court at the Brus-
sels Exhibition, and the consequent loss of many articles of price-
less value, brings home the liability of buildings of this class to 
destruction by fire. From photographs of the ruins, we gather 
that the structures destroyed were built of light sectioned steel 
construction, the scantlings being unprotected by any fire-resist-
ing medium. The danger, however, arises when these buildings 
are filled with a varied collection of exhibits. Once a fire starts 
it is almost impassible to arrest its enveloping the entire struc-
ture, and fire apparatus, except in the earlier stages, is of no use 
whatever. The only course to pursue is, we believe, to segre-
gate the exhibits amongst a series of buildings, which, being 
necessarily smaller in extent than one large court, would allow 
for means whereby in case of fire, an attempt to extinguish it 
would stand some degree of success. We shudder at the risks 
incurred during past exhibitions in Melbourne, where the 
exhibits were shown under what was practically one roof, the 
building being mostly constructed of timber. If there is to be 
any future exhibition of an "international" or a widely-reaching 
nature in Victoria, we hope that every possible precaution will 
be taken to prevent a repetition of the Brussels conflagration. It 
speaks well for the enterprise of the British Government that, 
despite this disaster, a new court has been erected, which, by this 
time, will be ready for a new display of exhibits. 

The New Imperial Coinage. Mr. Bertram Mackennal, 
A.R.A., the well-known sculptor, who is a Melbourne native, 
has been appointed to design the Coronation medal and the new 
George V. coinage. Mr. Mackennal was born in 1865, but 
studied in Europe. Most of his great work has been executed 
in England. Among his triumphs are the War Memorial at 
Islington, the statue of Queen Victoria at Blackburn, and the 
figures of the allegorical group on the pediment of the new Gov-
ernment buildings at Whitehall. His best known work in. Vic-
toria is the group in the Springthorpe monument in the cemetery 
at Kew. He is also the first "Colonial" to be elected an A.R.A. 
Mr. Mackennal was entertained, in March, 1909, at a congratu-
latory dinner by a number of over-sea Governors, presided over 
by Lord Tennyson. 	 [The 
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The Death of Mr. John Murray (of Murray and Crow) has 
removed from our community one who delighted in the term 
"Master Builder." He was a member of a fine band of men who 
take a delight in Building, rather than in mere Contracting. 
Canny, tactful, and of strictest integrity, we shall miss him at 
the Conference dealing with "Prime Costing." We tender to his 
family, his partner and his colleagues in the Master Builders' 
Association our sympathy in their loss. 

Whether the King's Monument shall be erected with an 
architectural background, or be placed where it will form part of 
a landscape amongst trees, has yet to be decided. Few positions 
where it can have an architectural setting are available, and 
perhaps the best suggested is in front of Parliament House. Its 
proportions, if placed there, would need to be heroic, or the 
statue would be rendered insignificant by the much larger scale 
of the buildings. The money for a statue of large size does not 
appear to be forthcoming, and we may be driven ultimately to 
something of modest proportions. We hope, however, that the 
blunder of placing the Queen's memorial in splendid isolation 
upon a hillock in a swamp will not be repeated, but that wise 
counsels will be listened to before it is too late. 

The Arts and Crafts Exhibition just closed has been a 
marked success. Th•e previous exhibition was not held in a good 
room, and the constant difficulty in Melbourne is to obtain good 
quarters. The ball-room at "Clivedon," admirably suitable, was 
available on the present occasion. Besides a good collection of 
work prepared beforehand, not the least attractive were the de-
monstrations held daily. Pottery, bookbinding, needlework, lace-
work, and a dozen other industries, showed the assembled crowds 
with how few tools, provided there be dexterity of manipulation, 
most of the work of the world is done. Most of the things we 
see every day are made more or less by machinery, but it is well 
to be reminded that the best work of the human being is that 
resulting from the joint action of the head, the heart, and the 
hand. We would like to see the. Arts and Crafts Society obtain 
a little more publicity throughout the entire year, in addition to 
putting forth a spurt for an annual exhibition. 
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"Phil May, the great black and white artist, `a fellow of 
infinite jest,' born at 66, Wallace Street, New Wortley, Leeds, 
April 22, 1864, Died in London, August 5th, 1903. This tablet 
erected by public subscription, was unveiled by E. T. Reed, a 
colleague, A.D. 191o." This is the wording on a tablet de-
signed by Mr. E. Caldwell Spruce, of Leeds, for an influential 
and representative committee, which has commenced the collec-
tion of a number of original drawings by Phil May for presenta-
tion to the Art Gallery. The tablet has been placed in the house 
in which the artist was born, and was recently unveiled by Mr. 
E. T. Reed, a colleague of Phil May on the staff of " Punch," 
who, paying a warm tribute to the deceased artist, said that 
he "made in a few years and against a heavy tide of difficulty 
at the outset, a reputation which was not only profoundly to his 
credit, but an abiding honour to his craft and his country." 
The tablet is of grey granite, with an inset bronze medallion 
portrait, which Mr. Reed described as a "magnificent likeness." 
Mr. Spruce, the designer, was an old friend of Phil May, and 
was therefore exceptionally qualified for the task. The tablet 
has become the property of the Leeds City Council. 



LICENTIATES OF THE R.I.B.A. 

N important development in the constitution of the 
Royal Institute of British Architects has lately 
been sanctioned by the grant of a Supplemental 
Charter and new by-laws by His Majesty the 
King, and the Privy Council. 

A new class of members, having the chartered 
right to the designation of Licentiates of the R.I.B.A. has been 
created. This class is open to all practising Architects of good 
standing who have attained the age of 3o years, and either (a) 
have been engaged as principals for at least five successive years 
in the practice of Architecture, or, (b) have been engaged for at 
least ten successive years in the practice and study of Archi-
tecture. 

Candidates for this class are not required to pass an exam-
ination, or to submit to election by the General Body, but must 
satisfy the Council of the Royal Institute that they are fit and 
proper persons to be admitted to the class. 

Under the provisions of the Supplemental Charter of 1908, 
candidates for the class of Licentiates will only be admitted dur-
ing the 12 months from 23rd March, 1910, to 23rd March, 1911. 

Under His Majesty's Charter, any Licentiate who is eligible 
as a Fellow may at any time before 31st December, 1920, be 
admitted for nomination to the class of Fellows when he has 
passed an examination to be prescribed by the Council. 

Licentiates will be required to make an annual payment of 
one guinea to the Royal Institute, and for this they will be en-
titled (1) to use the affix Licentiate R.I.B.A. ; (2) to receive the 
R.I.B.A. "Journal," the "Kalendar," and other publications of 
the Royal Institute; (3) to use the Institute premises; and (q.) 
subject to the Charter and By-laws to attend the meetings of the 
Royal Institute. 

In view of the necessity of closer organisation of the mem-
bers of the architectural profession throughout the Empire, both 
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for the advancement of the art of architecture and for the promo-
tion of the interests of the profession by means of Parliamentary 
or other action, it is highly desirable that a knowledge of this 
new means of becoming associated with the work of the Royal 
Institute should be spread as widely as possible among those ar-
chitects who are at present outside its walls. 

Any action which may be taken in the future to secure a 
higher standard of professional attainment and a greater security 
for properly qualified architects can only be successful if based 
upon the support of a substantial majority of the practising archi-
tects of the Empire, and the Council of the Royal Institute hope 
that the Royal Victorian Institute of Architects will do all in its 
power to assist the efforts that are now being made to obtain 
this support. 

The R.I.B.A. has sent us too sets of nomination forms and 
other papers. The complete set of each of these will be handed 
to every candidate for Licentiateship, namely, (i) "Preliminary 
Statement," (2) "Nomination Form," (3) "Proposer's Separate 
Statement," (q) "Candidate's Separate Statement," (5) The form 
of Declaration, (6) Leaflet. "The Institute Parliamentary Bill." 
These papers should be sent in to the R.I.B.A. at the same time, 
together with drawings and photographs. We take the oppor-
tunity of making this official announcement from the Council 
of the R.V.I.A. to all our members in Victoria and elsewhere 
the notice of the creation of this class, drawing special attention 
to the fact that it is only open for twelve months, and informing 
them that the foregoing papers are in the hands of the Council 
of the R.V.I.A., and may be obtained on application at the 
offices of the Institute, 57-5e Swanston-street, Melbourne. 

The British Institute feels that it is its duty and that of the 
allied Societies to get into touch with all architects in the Empire, 
and feels sure they may count on our zealous personal assistance 
to this end. 

The letter conveying the information is signed by—
ERNEST GEORGE, President. 
HENRY J. HARE, Hon. Secretary. 
IAN MacALISTER, Secretary. 

[British 
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BRITISH V. FOREIGN STEEL BEAMS 
OR JOISTS. 

IS Majesty's Trade Commissioner in Australia (Mr. 
C. Hamilton Wickes) has forwarded to the 
R.V.I.A a few particulars of the branding of 
British joists, and the subterfuges which some 
unscrupulous Continental makers adopt in order 
to foist their inferior productions on the British 
market. 

The Council of the R.V.I.A., to obtain the desired publicity, 
has handed over the document to the Proceedings, and we pub-
lish memorandum issued by eight leading British manufacturers, 
stating the method adopted for branding beams or joists manu-
factured in Great Britain :— 

BRITISH STANDARD BEAMS. 

BRITISH MADE JOISTS. 

All joists or beams manufactured in Great Britain are branded 
with the name of the manufacturer, or a distinctive brand, show-
ing at which works in this country they have been made. All 
unbranded joists or beams, also joists or beams which bear any 
other than a British maker's brand may be considered of foreign 
manufacture. 

Cargo Fleet Iron Co. Ltd., Middlesbrough. 
Dorman Long and Co. Ltd., Middlesbrough. 
The Earl of Dudley's Round Oak Works Ltd., Brierly 

Hill. 
Frodingham Iron and Steel Co. Ltd., F'rodingham. 
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Glengarnock Iron and Steel Co. Ltd., G'engarnock, N.B. 
Lanarkshire Steel Co. Ltd., Motherwell, N.B. 
Walter Scott Ltd. (Leeds Steel Works), Leeds. 
Shelton Iron, Steel and Coal Co. Ltd., Stoke-on-Trent. 

LETTERS OF EXPLANATION THEREUPON: 

From (A) Cargo Fleet Steel and Iron Works Ltd. 
To the Commercial Intelligence Branch, Board of Trade, 73 

Basinghall Street, London. 

DEAR SIR,- 
BRITISH JOIST'S. 

Mr. Sladden, of the South Durham Steel and Iron Co. Ltd., 
Stockton-on-Tees, has handed to me your letter cf the 28th inst., 
with reference to the prevention of foreign made joists being sup-
plied in place of British. 

As Mr Sladden informed you that I have had considerable 
experience of the German joist trade and know of the manner in 
which it is carried on. 

In the first place there are certain Continental joist makers 
who roll continental sections to metric measurements and roll 
their brand or the initials of the works on the web of the joists. 
These same works, however, have also cut special rolls for 
British standard sections in English measurements which, for ob-
vious reasons, they do not brand at all. 

Any joists which bear no rolling brand or merely bear a paint 
mark may therefore with absolute certainty be ascribed to for-
eign manufacture. All British makers of joists roll their full 
name or rolling brand into the web of the joists in raised letters, 
with the word "England" or "Scotland," thus all our joists bear 
the brand "Cargo Fleet, England." 

It is for this reason that we arranged with the seven other 
principal makers of joists in this country to advertise in common, 
and I would suggest that you should communicate this letter to 
your various representatives in. the British Colonies, etc., in order 
that they may impress upon all public authorities and other buyers 
that it is absolutely necessary to insist upon a proper British 
rolling brand indicating the name of a specific British works, 
and not be satisfied with a paint mark, or joists bearing no brand. 

There is one Continental works which brands its joists des-
tined for England and the colonies with the single intitial "B," 
and unscrupulous merchants have been in the habit of stating 
that this initial stands for "British," which is not the case. 

[I 
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I have also known instances where the word "British" has 
been deliberately painted on unbranded joists of foreign origin. 

From (s) Messrs. Dorman Long and Co. Ltd., Middles-
brough. 

To Commercial Intelligence Branch, Board of Trade, Lon-
don, E.C. 

DEAR SIR,— 
Referring to your letter dated 28th inst., copy of which has 

been transmitted to us by the secretary of the Middlesbrough 
Chamber of Commerce, relative to the use of English made steel 
joists in public buildings or elsewhere, we enclose a copy of ad-
vertisement respecting British standard beams or joists, which 
has appeared in the principal iron trade papers during the past 
six or twelve months. 

The advertisement was the result of united action on the 
part of the makers of British standard beams, and the action was 
taken with the view of informing engineers, architects and others 
responsible for the use of joists of the names of all the British 
makers and also to make it clear that all British-made joists bear 
a distinctive brand showing where they have been made. If 
those interested will keep before them the list of the names as 
given on the enclosed advertisement it may assist them in detect-
ing any foreign joists supplied under a British name. 

We are, etc., 

We trust that the foregoing—which, we think, is a temperate 
statement of the case—will he sufficient to warn constructors 
against using inferior joists, under the impression that they are 
of British standard make, and will carry the loads computed for 
these joists. If these Continental makers were bent on honest 
trading, they would brand all their material—just as British and 
Carnegie beams are clearly branded. Anyone using these British 
or American sections knows exactly what he is getting, and he 
knows, too, that behind this branding there stand the reputa-
tions of world-famed makers. Whatever success may attend 
rascally cheating elsewhere, we hope that our Customs Depart-
ment will be on the look out for falsely branded beams, and that 
in Australia there will be no dumping of inferior steelwork. 



VICTORIAN ARCHITECTURAL 
STUDENTS' SOCIETY. 

The Society held its half-yearly social at the R.V.I.A rooms 
on Tuesday, September 5th, 1910. The programme, rendered 
by the members and friends, proved very enjoyable, and included 
musical items by Messrs. Clayfield, Carr, Jones, Brodie, and 
others. The Vice-President (Mr. B. Couldrey Woods) presided, 
and in his address stated his intention in future to ask the 
President of the R.V.I.A. to address the students at these half-
yearly socials. 

The meeting which was to have taken place on. October tith 
was postponed till the following Tuesday, October t8th. Unfortu-
nately then only six members were present to hear a very in-
teresting address on "The Uniforms of European Soldiers," 
which Mr. Rodney H. Alsop kindly prepared, in place of Mr. A. 
Henderson's lecture on "Ornament and Race." Mr. Alsop en-
tertained the company with some delightful reminiscences of 
his Continental experiences, and with lightning sketches descrip-
tive of military costumes in Europe to-day. 

A general invitation has been received from the hon. secre-
tary of the Students' Society of New South Wales to send in 
entries for its Architectural Exhibition. 	There are prizes in 
the various classes of work, and we trust that good entries for 
some will result, and that a few of the laurels will come over 
this side of the Murray. 

The next general meeting of the V.A.S.S. will be on No-
vember 8th, when the last copy of the V.A.S.S. "Journal" will 
be criticised, and the next number •discussed. Members of the 
R.V.I.A. and V.A.S.S. are invited to attend, and to offer ideas 
for improvement for our 1910 number. 

A list of journal competitions will be found on the notice 
board at the R.V.I.A. rooms. 
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